
  
 

LEGO Chess Pirates FMV Sequences 

 

Level 1 :- 

 

Setting 

A small garrison port at the end of a Caribbean style mainland. The Santa Cruz bobs up and 

down in the harbour. Soldiers (Rook) and Conquistadors (Queen) mill about. Behind the 

garrison can be seen lush jungle.  

 

Intro FMV 

The Admiral (Bishop) sits on the edge of the jetty, fishing. There’s a tug on the line, and the 

pirate eagerly reels it in to find a sealed bottle containing a piece of paper. Opening the bottle 

and examining the paper, the Admiral sees a map of the islands with a large cross on one of 

them – the pirate thinks: treasure!!! 

 

However, all this time the hapless pirate has been observed by a pirate (King), who is 

accompanied by his pet crocodile (who have a Dastardly & Muttley-stylee relationship). The 

two turn to look at each other and smile knowingly. 

 

That night, the Admiral lies in bed asleep, clutching the precious map. At the window, the 

pirate appear, who sends the crocodile into the room. The croc grabs the map and starts to 

slither back out of the window. Just in time, the Admiral wakes up. Grabbing the croc’s tale, a 

tug of war ensues between the pirate and the admiral, with the distraught looking croc caught 

in the middle. The game begins… 

 

Lose/Stalemate FMV 

The pirate wins the tug of war. The Admiral loses his grip on the tale and falls back. We see 

the pirate and his croc running off into the night… 

 

Win FMV 

The admiral wins the tug of war. The croc flies back, the map flying out of his mouth and into 

the admiral’s hand. The croc runs off. We see the pirate and the croc running off into the 

night, the admiral laughing at them from the window.



  
 

 

Level 2 :- 

 

Setting 

The deck of the Santa Cruz. 

 

Intro: 

The admiral sets sail for treasure island along with some conquistador sailors (Queen). The 

ship leaves harbour to the cheers of a crowd on the jetty. 

 

We cut to the Santa Cruz sailing through the sea. The admiral surveys the horizon and – 

yikes! – sees a pirate ship (The Marauder) approaching. Zooming in he sees the pirate who 

tried to steal his map accompanied by his pet croc and his pirate chums (Knight & Pawns). 

 

A sea chase ensues. Eventually the pirates draw up alongside the Santa Cruz and start to 

board her. The game begins… 

 

Lose/Stalemate FMV 

The camera pans down to see the admiral walking the plank, with a crowd of pirates jeering 

and laughing behind him and the chief pirate triumphantly waving the map. As the pirate ship 

sails off, we see the dejected looking admiral being fished out of the drink by his friends on 

the Santa Cruz. 

 

Win FMV 

The camera pans down to see the chief pirate walking the plank, with a crowd of cheering 

sailors behind him and the admiral waving the map. As the Santa Cruz sails off we see the 

pirate giving chase, sitting on the back of his croc.



  
 

 

Level 3 :- 

 

Setting 

A beach of a tropical island with the Santa Cruz moored nearby. 

 

Intro FMV 

The Santa Cruz arrives at treasure island. Disembarking the admiral uses his map and 

explores the beach, to find a big red cross on the ground just like on the map. He starts 

digging and digging and digging until he’s at the bottom of a deep hole. Suddenly the 

admiral’s spade hits something! 

 

Clearing away the dirt reveals a chest. We see the admiral open the chest and his beaming 

face illuminated by a golden glow, but don’t actually see what’s in the chest. Suddenly a 

shadow falls over the admiral. He slams the chest lid shut and looks up to see the pirate and 

the croc standing at the top of the hole looking down on him. The pirate laughs and drops 

down. We cut to outside the hole as the sounds of a fight come from within, and the game 

begins… 

 

Lose/Stalemate FMV 

We see the pirate pull the chest out of the hole and wander off laughing, the croc by his side 

bearing the chest on its back. We pan across to see the fuming admiral buried up to his neck 

in the sand.  

 

Win FMV 

We see the admiral pull the chest out of the hole and wander off back to his ship, carrying the 

chest. We pan across to see the fuming pirate buried up to his neck in the sand, the croc 

sniggering to itself much to the annoyance of the baddy. 

 

We cut to the Santa Cruz returning to the garrison port. As the admiral lugs the chest onto 

shore, he’s surrounded by a crowd of excited people. Proudly the admiral opens the chest to 

reveal loads and loads of lovely yellow LEGO bricks! The crowd give a loud hoorah and an 

impromptu party breaks out. 


